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N1)l ASSOCIATE EDITuR 

are pleased to welcome John Shepherd to the editorial board tron ttus · 
issue. He is at present researching into the sociology of music at the· 
Universityof York and his specialist knowledge in this field is much 
welcomed. 

CONTACT 11 

From this issue we are proposing to gO over to a process. At the 
time 10 went to press we had not worked out all the details, 
but the result should be a better, and probably bigger, CONTACT which 
we hope will do more justice to our contents. The advantage of the 
present proc ess , of course, is that it is cheap. We hope to have more 
sources of income from CONTACT 11 onwards, but the new process, plus 
the new round of increases in postal charges, etc., will lead inevitably 
to higher prices. vie hope that readers will note that lie continue to 
be not just the only magazine in this country devoted completely to 
contemporary music of all kinds, but also one of the cheapest music 
magazines available. 

The next issue will be nll-"Uilerican, including the first extended survey 
in this c Juntry of contarnporary music in Cnnada , ;vri tten by 1Uan Gillmor 
of Carleton University, Ottnwa, 'vho is one of Canada's leading 20th 
centur.y musicologists. This continues our series of country-by-country 
articles on music, much of which is here. 

J:J.so in CONTACT 11: articles on fi'Iiles Davis and the musicians associa ted 
with hin by Lyndon Reynolds, the music of Geor ge Crunb (RichGrd Steinitz) 

Phil Glass (David Smith) and an interview with Enrle Brown. There 
will also be an extensive book revi0w section including an 
of the New Oxford History of 11usic, Volu_me 10 (1890-1960) in t he context 
of other one surveys of 20th century ousic, fron David 11 Roberts. 
Vle shall a lso be publishing an index t J the first ten nuobers of CONTACT. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Until 30 April only: Great Britain: £1.00 for 5 issues. 
l:J.l other countries : £1.00 f or 3 issues 

These rates constitute a special offer which enables renders to receive 
future, 1:10re expensive, nt a reduced price if they subscribe 
now. Prices include postage and packing. It is nost convenient f or 
oversens subscribers to pay either in cash or in the fonn of a sterling 

since these are much cheaper to convert than a cheque in foreign 
currency. If cheques in foreign currency are received for subscription, 
we unfortunately have no nlterrultive but to add the cost of conversion 
to the basic r ate. 

We wish to thank the Birmingham University Musical Society for its continued 
financial support. 
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England: a fondness for musical soirees or an English Christmas dinner in a 
temperature of a hundred degrees: 

"The governor's wife has recently received a Broadwood grand piano from 
England ••• 
"Miss Wilhelmina Matthews will perform a new sonata for pianoforte by 
Mr._Iauac Nathan(2) and an arrangement of La Sonambula, souvenir de 
by Mr. W. Vincent-vfallace in a concert at Government House next 1>1eek. 
Madame Hilda Riley will sing arias from Mr. Mendelssohn's Elijah and also 
Songs of Home by I"'r. Thomas Baker.•\ 1) 

Settlers, both wealthy and poor alike, clung to familiar European concepts 
of what makes a song, a sonata or an evening of music-hall on the gold 
fields. Only the literature, the spoken language, dress, certain architecture 
and paintings reflected a radically changed environment. This is 
understandable. As art forms they are less abstract than music and 
mutations are more easily observed. A composition was not thought 
respectable unless it replicated the successful formulae of works from 
abroad. Intimidated, skilled musicians produced dull, fashionable 
stereotypes, although a history of 'tinkle' music and conservatism is not 
peculiar to Australia. 

It is unfortunate that geographic isolation did not bring a sense of 
adventure, and ironic that since radio, television and the jet, our closer 
physical contacts with Ee.st and West have encouraged individual artists to 
ignore current fashions if it suits them. 

The inherent danger of such freedohl to choose and reject is a tendency to 
reject rather than choose. it is naturel for the .Australian 
composer to assimilate Eastern ideas and techniques, it is ridiculous to 
pretend that, by doing so, he or she can eschew the European tradition. Our 
civilisation, whether we like it or not, is solidly European in origin. An 
umbrella rejection of that inheritance would be artificial and dishonest . 
This temptation to forget the knife and fork applies to European or American 
artists as much as to Australians at a time when the western world seems 
fascinated by all aspects of oriental culture. It should perhaps be pointed 
out that, in terms of ethnomusicology and its effect upon composition, 
Australia, and more particularly University, anticipated this trend 
a decade before the rest of the vmrld. 

A potentially greater danger than the denial of one heritage is the simple 
fusion of two or whatever nQmber is involved. The superficiality of an 
instant mix of East and liest could lead to 'Hong-Kong-Hollywood' pastiche · 
or, as happened in one Far Eastern My Fair LaQy harmonised in root 
positions only. Extreme examples certainly, but the fact that they can occur, ., 
like unplanned 'mickey-mousing' in a film, is 

Are there any characteristics which could justify the term 
Australian music'? It would seem more logical to describe characteristics 
of individual Australian composers, because identity springs from not one 
but many schools, or alternatively, remains too personal and idiosyncratic 
for a rag bag of labels. 
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It is true that a growing number of cOQposers favour the Polish (?) fashion 
for protracted clusters, an absence of rhythm and melody creating a sense of 
timelessness. Cynics would call it stasis. This method, aided by the elasticity 
of proportional notation, has a strong following partly because of its lack 
of specificity. 

The listener may be directed (usually by the title of the piece) to link sound 
patterns with visQql images of events in Australian history or aspects of the 
landscape etc.. ,\.n impressionist technique, though it me..y be visually 
evocative, does not insure rw.tional charactoristics in the rausic, thol.].gh it 
may \iell be a characteristic of the composer, as it was with Debussy or Ravel. 

Similarly, an electronic, Bixed media or music/theatre work lihich contains 
explicit textual, visual references to the colmtry (perhaps including an 
ensemble of didgeridoos, recorded sounds of dingoes howling, film of .Ayers 
Rock or Indonesian gongs amongst the violins) does not automatically inply an 
Australasian technique of composition. 

It is and perverse that, at a time when nationalisu is losing its 
significance, certain composers should feel an obligation to prove 
'ethnicity 1 • Possibly vrhen there have been several generations of Australian 
composers, instead of tvro or three, or when we can feel more secure about 
remaining in home territory to live, study and compose, the uneasy search for 
a cohesive, 'national' school will cease. 

If it is the function of living Australian composers to serve as guinea-pigs 
for the future, so be it. Personally, I believe that the diversity of styles 
which flourish at present is healthier than a state of uniformity .(3) 

.. 
ALISON BAULD 

(1) Fictional examples. 

(2) Isaac Nathan (1790- 1864) is generally acknowledged as having been the 
first professional composer in Australia. 

(3) For further information on contemporary music in Australia and details 
of the nost important Australian composers see J am.es rllurdoch, 
Australia's Contemporary Composers (London 1972). 
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As already mentioned, many composers have 'tried their hand' at game theory. 
One who, with the advantage of both mathematical training and musical ability, 
has often combined them successfully is Iannis Xenukis, the GreE:k--bor:a co:;lpoGer, 
In this article, we intend to deal only vli th his use of game theory in the works 

(1958-59), and in a more complicated, though similarly constructed, work, 
Stra tegie ( 1962). Both works are written for tvm orchestras, each with a 
conductor .. The two orchestras compete according to rules described by Xenakis 
in his book Formalized Music (London 1971). 

In this book the composer describes his use of the 'two-person zero-sum game' 
in these two works, and this tern1 had better be explained in more detail before 
continuing. A small, but necessary point is that this description may refer to 
something played by individuals, or by t1v0 tea'Ils, using the word 'person 1 

rather like lc.vzy-ers do when they apply it to a company. The essence is that 
there are two sides. One cru1 visualise the two conductors more or less 
competing against one another, ec.ch using his o1,;n orchestra as his instrument. 
The term 'zero-sum' refers to the method of scoring. In simple terms it means 
that one side's gain is the other side's loss, so that if you add up the total 
gain and loss of both a t nny time, they will balance out. A does not 
have to be 'zero-sum 1 , though many (especially gambling games) are. 

In Duel the composer has provided five musical entities •Nhich he calls 'events'. 
These are: 

E-vent I 

Event II 

1'vent Ill 

Event IV 

Event V 

Event VI 

A cluster of sonic grains such as pizzicati, blows with the 
i-rooden part of the bow, and very brief arco sounds distributed 
stochastically. 

Parallel sustained strings >rith fluctuations. 

Netvmrks of intert1nning string glissandi. 

Stochastic percussion sounds. 

Stochastic wind instrument sounds . 

Silence. 

The conductors direct -vri th their backs to each other, and an 1 exchange 1 consists 
of each one choosing an event and directing his section to play it. The 
complete ga..rne consists of a series of exchanges . The 'events' are thus played 
in pairs,, and each pair i.s evaluated as pleasant, or unpleasant to hear. 
For example: 

I with V is rated ve;r.y: good +l-g 
while 
II with III is rated J2assable p 
also 
I with I is rated J2assable p 



Note that if one conductor chooses I, the other can produce a iride range 
of qualities. He can so as to produce a combination that might only 
be p but might be g • Now i-Te come to the first curious situation. Let 
us call the conductors X and Y. Then X is to try to choose so as to 
secure the best combinations, ru1d Y is to oppose him by trying to secure 
the poorest. This certainly introduces an element of conflict into the 
:situation, but its effect in producing a musical performance which is pleasing, 
or otherwise, is obscure. Conflict, ho·wever, is required if the perfonnance 
is to be analysed according to the mathewatical theory of games.. Anyway 1 
here is the complete table of evaluations: 

(Y) 

I II III IV V VI 

I ++ + + p g g g g p 

II + g p p g p p 

III ++ + g p p g g 
(x) 

IV + + g g g p g p 

V + + g p g g p p 

VI p p p p p p 

Now suppose X1 s choice is doi'ln the side and Y's is along the top. 
Obviously y can do pretty i'i'ell: all he needs to do is choose column VI 
all the time and i'Tha t ever X does the combination will either be passable 
(p) or worse (p-). 

So far the game looks a pretty poor one. So the mathematical manipulations 
begin, using theory. Here we YA.nt to spare you the details, but we will 
have to trJ to give you sorrie idea of what is going on. Firstly, mathematical 
game operates 1rith 1payoffs' rather than qualitative ones. 
Xenakis therefore quantifies according to what he describes as 'a rough 
numerical scale': 

p 

0 

p + p 

2 

g 

3 

+ g 

4 

++ g 

5 
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It is -v;orth noting that if he used a different sc::tl e everything the;.t folloHs 
could turn out differently. For example, he could have gL ven much greater 
weight to the preferabl·3 qualities Hi th the scale: 

p 

0 

p 

1 

+ 
.P 
2 

_g 

4 

+ g 

8 

++ g 

16 

Why choose one ro.ther than the other? We don 't know and he doesn't say. 

The of the evaluations is the following square array of 
numbers, called a 'matrix': 

(Y) 

I II III IV V VI 

I 3 5 4 4 
.... 
IT 3 3 2 

III 5 4 3 
(x) 

IV . 4 3 4 3 

V 4 2 3 3 

VI 0 

The gains and losses are now 'i'i"Orkecl out according to this matrix, at each 
1 exchange 1 • For example, if X chooses III (look dmm the side) and 
Y chooses I (look along the top) ,.,e see that in the row ond column 
chosen the figure is 5. fi re is the amount Y must a to X. 
The game is a zero-sum bne because the total of · X' s gain plus 5 and 
Y's loss (minus 5) is zero, and so on for any other pair of choices . 

Let us abbreviate the choj_ce just described as (III, I); then (I, III) 
will mean that X chooses I and Y chooses III. Note that on (I, III) 
Y must still pay 5 to X vihich is a kind of symmetry, and this game is 
at present throughout (check, for example, the score 3 on both 
(IV, II) and (II, IV)). 



Xenakis now proceeds in stages to modify the matrix to produce a game that 
posses1:3es further game-theoretic Some of the modifications look 
pretty arbitrary. For example, his very first step is, -w-ithout comment, to · 
modify the score on (VI, VI) from 0 (which is p -) to 3 (which is g). 
Note that this pair is the peculiar one si2.ence v,. silence, and it seems ·at · 
least likely that a change in your evaluation of that is going to change 
the game considerably. 

The game at the moment looks -oretty poor for Y, because all 'payoffs' 
(und.;r c;tood as from Y to X) are positive or' zero. Thus X can never 
lose and Y can never gain., You might say this serves Y right, since 
his role is to try to get the least sounds played? but this is not 
the idea, and at a later stage Xenalds levels things up by making some · 
'payoffs' negative (X pays YL However, a prel.iminary step is to break 
the symmetry. For whereas, before, the payoff on {IV, II) and 
(II, IV) -vras 31 he takes E) as 4,. keeping (II, IV) as 3. He 
also again quietly jacks up the payoff on ·(vi, VI)· or silence v" silence 
from 3 to 4, but he doesn't say anything about that, He prints a whole 
sequence of matrices embodying these and subsequent modifications, but: we 
will not reproduce them all, since they can bs found in Formalized JVIusic. 

His next step brings in probabilities. Here we will try to keep things 
elementary, but we must ask you to held on to your hats and try to stay -.vi th 
us. 

Some games are rather dull, in that there is a 'best' thing (called 'strntegy') 
that each playec:- can adopt each time they play the game. Look back to the 
matrix and you will see that Y might as well play VI (silence) every 
time. Then X can play anythi.ng from I to V and the pal?ff >rill be 
1 (=p) wh:i.le if' he plays VI then the payoff is zero (=p J >'lhich is 
even better for Y. 

Other games are better balanced between the two players , Hanipulations 
which we will omi.t lead Xenakis to a nmv payoff ma.trix. It is delivered 
from the old one as we said above, it allows both positive payoffs 
(Y pays X) and negative ones (X pays :.), which makes sense. Other 
adjustments have been made in 'i!ays which are consistent >vi th the requirements 
of game theory. The result is shown on ..._ c ,, r; · :: page. 

Novr the situation has radically changed. A ... YJ. o hv-ic'J.sly good column for Y 
to piay is VI (still silence)·. because he uig.'lt \·;in 3 from X if Y 
chose ·III j and ·would 1-rin 1 if X chose anything ·out 'lL But. if X 
knows-··' ,. Y- chosen VI so .. :'lill and he wilJ. 1.;ig __ ) fr<2!lL . ..I• 

The point is that if one player knmvs, or even guess,· the other's 
str?-tegy, he can vrin" It is pretty obvious that what boirc_ of them should· 
do is to keep all the time to baffle the other. X should choose 

which are good for. him often, but not too often or Y will rumble him, 
so he must mix in all -the choices. SirnilarJ_y for Yo 

V"Jhat is less obvious, but is one of the most fundamente.l and most interesting 
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(Y) 

I II III IV V VI 

I -1 +1 +3 ..:.1 +1 -1 

II +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 -1 

III +3 -1 -3 +5 +1 -3 
(x) 

. IV -1 +3 +3 -1 -1 -1 

V +1 -1 +1 +1 -l -1 

VI -1 -1 -3 -1 -1 +3 

theort:n s Gf g::1ne theory, is tha t there is a best or 1opti.Ollli'l 1 proportion in 
which X should pl ay the vru:-ious str::ctegic-s I t o VI, and also an.. optimum · 
(though in different proportirms) f or Y. To avoid having his opponent 
detect his V>.tt8rn of plo.y (in which case the opponent could ir:1prove his 
chances), each- one should pl ay his choices in a r nnd::m sequence, but .working 
it so ns t o bnlmce out in the long run t o his optinlli'l proportions (called 
his 1 crptin.mn Dixed strategy 1 if you ever want t o look up s one no re g::u::1e 
theory). The proportions f or Xenokis 1 g::t.rne are: ·. · 

Stra t egy 

X 
y 

I 

14 
:19 

II 

6 

7 

III 

6 

6 

IV 

6 

1. 

V 

s · 
7 

VI 

16 

16 
(all out of 56) 

:mother point, which we have not nentioned, tha t helps - t o guide Xenukis' 
nanipulations is th::tt he tries to nru{e his gone 'fair'. This is nQt the 
sane as lift er all, you could lay 2 to 1 (your gain is your 
opponent's loss) on an even ooney ch3.nce like coin tossing, but you would be 
r :-tther f oolish t o do so. ;;.t es.ch exchange your g2in is y c;ur opponent's loss 
and vice versn , but on aver2.ge he wins 2 half the tine and only loses 1 
for the other half, so on the whole he will gain steadily. because 
he tries to keep his payoffs as sinple small wh ole mmbers, which do not 
nllow verJ fine ndjustnents, Xenikis ends up with a that, on avera ge md 
in the long tern, gives Y about a 7.% - r ather better thnn the 
nd.v '"' nt!..cge of 2 in 35 tho.t is tJ.k:en Dt r rmlette, tradi tbnnlly, by casinos. 

So Xennkis stops there, and proceeds t o the analysis of Strategic. 
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Strategie is a similar game but much more complex: each conductor has a 
choice of 19 events instead of 6 (they are made up of 6 basic events and 
some compounds of these), His analysis is much briefer and includes 
proposals for simplif.ying the scoring system so that all of the 
19 x 19 = 361 choices need not be ,examined otherwise it is 
basically the same. For both games, Xenakis also provides a few suggestions 
of a purely organisational such as the provision of referees or 
scorers• prior decision by the conductors to play for a fixed number of 
minutes or a fixed number of engagements, and so on. 

So what are we to conclude from this? Xenakis has certainly achieved one 
thing: he has written two works with a clearly defined plan to produce 
substantial differences in what the audience hears each time they are 
performed. If you (and we do) that music which essentially varies 
from one performance to another has an attraction, like a mobile sculpture, 
then this is good. 

On the other hand, if we have managed to make -our an£uysis .ut least partly 
clear, we are sure you trill recognise that there is a strongly mechanistic 
element in the successive modifications he makes to his 'payoff matrix'. He 
commits himself to follow a set of rules which lead him to a game which has 
certain qualities f airness) which belong to game theory. He . says 
nlmost nothing about whether he thinks these game-theoretic qualities 
correspond to aesthetically pleasing qualities in an actual performance. 
Perhaps he does not care. Almost the sole exception is a remark on page 
118 of Formalized Music: 

"The sonic processes derived from the two experiments are, moreover, 
satisfactory". \'le think this could be correctly translated as: "It 
sounded quite good when we played it". 

In the present day climate of opinion many people not find this 
po.rticularly significant. Vlhat may disturb some people more is that we 
seem to be approaching what is sometimes referred to (pejoratively) as 
'machine music 1 • Ue rove emphasised the way in which Xenakis develops 
these two works by adopting a strict set of rules (those of gru1e theory) 
and apparently letting them load where they will. We did so deliberately, 
because this is centrnl portion of the picture. But is not all of it, 
and we must redress the balance • .. ' 

Firstly, like most systems of ln w, the rules allm'i more initiative to sm':J.eone 
who is ;:mster of then than might appear at first glance. Secondly, we both . 
believe that he is doing something very inportant by bringing into one · of the 
arts ideas which are central to present-day scientific thinking, and are 
constantly spreading into other fields. We are noving into a period when 
vm must think in tems of fluidity, variable performance and probability, 
and the tools for dealing with these include the theories of games and of 
stochastic processes. Not only econonists and census-takers, but engineers 



and all of us living in an uncertain world are being forced to 
accept the necessity of this new mode of thought. It will inevitably 
influence the arte and Xenak:is has shown himself as a leader in absorbing 
this UU'luence. 

JANE and W.A..O'N. WAUGH 
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Pierrot's voice: 
new monody or 
old prosody? 
Why do musical llllalysts :i.nv11rial1l,y concern t."J.er:welves with scores rather than 
sounds - using their eyes :rather th..Jll the:;.r ears? bsi'ore Pier1.:9t, Schenker1an 
scrutiny has its worth: a melodic line CM be neatly slotted into its harmonic 
context, contrapuntal admired as inevitable pieces in a musical 
Jl.g-saw, and the recognition of fon:lctl outlines p::-ovJ.de enormous satiafacticHl 
to the listener who likes to have intellectual preconceptions confirmed 
by musical s ounds. For the ordinary listener, however, t rds type of analysis 
si.clply will not do: it bears no relevance to what he cnn actualli hear. 

Pierro£ threw, and still throwsf audiences off balance by its treatment of 
the voice. The listener, howeyer musically adroit, needs aural signposts. 
But Sprechgesang, atonally accompanied moreover, provides f.ew of these: we 
tend to understand ·' ess through very familia.ri ty wi. th the mechanics of speech 
tharJ, for example, '· those of the piano. We react as negatively to 
Sprechgesang as clii D' ·\·:H r1s French beans to the playing of his trombone. 

The maJo:d ty 01 us use 11 comoaratively small range of intonation in ordinary 
speech, concent r a t i ng most of our e•::presaion within the bottom third of the voice 
and ct:ve1·i.ng .s. pitch-r.s11ge of roughly 1'\ perf6c t fifth. It, s€ems likely that this 
i :, considerably lees than was common in Shakespe<J.J.e 1 s day, a consequence of the 
separ.ation of -wTi ttoo wom from spoken sou.<"ld has tened by the advent of prlnt 
technology. There m-s,y indeed have been a permanent declitJe i i1 the physiological 
potential of our voices over the past few centuries as a resui i.:. 

-e,i.errot calls for a speaker to cover a rWlge of n<:l 'lrlY two w.d a }J...q,lf octaves 
\.from E flat below middle C to G sharp on t op of t he treble s t ave), four times 
the hOl'm3...l speaking compass. This would present lit l.e difficulty if the vocal 
line we1·e to be bl.1t since (with a few exceptions) singing is to be 
.liVOided. - as Schoenberg specifically states in his pl·eface - tbe performer has 
a serious problP.m. The need to the speaking line with euough resonanct' 
to fill a hall, over up to five instruments, \iithout resorting to the type of 

characteristic of song, can easily mean thst up_oer notes, particularly-
above C an octave above middle C, degenerate into a meaningless shriek. Listen 
to an inexperienced performer at the start of Der Dand.v (No.3J or in the upper 
re<:1ches of (No.15), and this W'.ill become atlmdantly clear (see !i«. 1) . 
The problem of quantity can be easily mastered by the subtle use of runplificath 
but produ!'!ing a line 'With the kind of extreme vocal tension implicit 
i:n spo::ili.ing in the upper ranges is a virl'.Jal impoesi biJ i ty. Th.is, far from 
fliber.ctting• the human voice, as H.ms Keller claims, :Jhackles it into impoten· e. 

1f'nen v..'hat was Schoenberg really after? lilxactly what type of vocal declamation 
il:1 required? The pref.•1ce tells us that 
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An absolutely strict rhythm must be maintained, but the voice must rise or fall 
immediately after reaching each avoiding in doing so_,;my tendency to a. 
'aing-song' form of speaking voice .L.taiugende' 

110n the contrary, the difference between ordinary speech a manner of 
.:lll.f!t pw.y emP.Qdied in fom (2) is to be clearly maintained. 11 

Herein lies the 'l"nis is virttuuly a confession by Schoenberg of the 
shortcomings of tbe :>1<· t.s.tional system at his disposal. For his instructions 
seem quite feasi.ble :mtil applied to those poems, u.aually in slower tempi, 
where noteFI of longer duration are required from the reel ter. 
Mopa (no.?) ia a.n erillple of this. Strict application of the 'immediate rise 
or fall 1 rule results in a vocal line proceeding through an o.mdless series of 
glissandi : the net effsct poorly with the r a edsp melismata 
and emasculates the poem's gurreal irony. 

A realiatic of Schoenberg'a intentions for the nrust start 
from a:o.y re-velation::; the s<H>re itself can pl'ovide about his of 
languagt). But i.f we t:• re to make afi:! decision abcm.t the affi.fii ty of the 'lOCal 
line to we must not only what -
pitch-direction, pitch-rang-a, rhyttmrlca.lity ar<d pa.uae, for e.MJJuple - the score 
embraces, but what effa<.l t t hese have in ten:r.a of actr1al soun1. Since Pierr.:-.rt 
is, in the broadest aenset a freely atonal work, we start from the 
s.mrumption that t.lach note ie as important ae its neighl.'l()ur in tho vocal litH; • 
.&:ceptionst of course, aprtne; to mud: the repati.t ione necessitated 
1\Y the passacag.lia of Ji!iqht (No.8) or the intermittent :fully-sung notes, ·th.n 

tonal innuendoes of Q. AJ,ter l!!.U. (No.2i ). Just Ds l'emurkhble • . 
is the independence of the vocal line in De;t, (No.18) from the 
inat.ru.mental crac canon that mirrors the text. From that broad assumption of 
free atonality it follows that the vocal far from being a mQlodic 
continuum with hat'monic implications, may be :m attempt to convey some of t"t1.e 
intonatiou of 

A straight nota-count over the whole \':O:r'k: ehowa the bulk of line 
extending; from mid.d.le C to .iS flat a tet:.th above, :-.1. tb a elightly denser 
concentration between C BhRrp B. In addition, two notes are W!led markedly 

than the D above middle C ( 180 occur:t·encea), llll.".d.ch appears to 
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a ltonic·f f\mct.icn, and the G sh..lirp above (157 occurrences), ita 
These two ue the nodes al'Olmd which the vocal line revolves, and it can hardly 
be an accident that they fom a tri. tone. No other note occurs more than 130 
timea, moat considerably less. In addition, a third, upper nodal point is 

, formed by E f.lat, which regularly functions as either a climactic note in a. 
vocal phrase or aa springboard for upward or do'l-.'l'l.\'iard leaps. ll.'v-en those with 
an abhorrence of mathematical computation as a· relevant approach to· musical 
analysis cannot dcmy the obvious significance of this for the speaker: she 
must f'ind tbe r.elattve D and G sr.a'rp in her own 1.roice and be able to retum ·to 
them at will. The D does in fact correspond, within a tone or two on either 
side, to the pitch-level at which moat of u.s . .('h'itb octave variance according to 
sex) normally erpress ourselves, and t he G aharp, with similar. olight variations, 
to the tonal level 'ie 't!lRY use. for ordinary stress in speech, along the lines of 
tonic accent in Gregorian chant. By extensiOI<1 the upper E flat 1rl.ll be 
reserved for strong additional. emphasis and anything above that for purely 
frenetic expression. A brea.kdolffl of this note-count according to the three 
;:Je tiona of the work shows a relatively low median pitch-range over Part I, an 
.even distribution of levels in Part II, and a relatively b.igh teasitura in Part 
UI - a build-up of intensi y that reflects the i.ncreasi_ngly groteoque image 
assaulting Pierrot's path. 

There are other prosodic features which suggest more than a casual approach to 
the eound.s of language on Schoenberg• s part. Word.e spoken at ordinary speed ir 
ever;id.ay speech are 1• rgely guessed at by li:Jteners according to context - if 
only because most of U"" .'l.ll all-embracing concentration span of only a few 
seconds. The that raGU.lts from the distenaiorl of vowels - an 
inevitable process 1.n c.h .cert hall performance - puts a premium on the use of 
syllabic text-sett.·ug, 1f a modicum of intelligibility to be maintab1ed. 
Consequently Schcenberg is ror;c:raine.i in his use of melisrM,ta: ovor the whole 
worlct there are some 75 exaruples, and. nearly half of these occur in Parosije 
(rl 17). This poe.tn is also no+"lble for the incidence of rests vlithin words 
nnd in the middJ e of phranes at other than punctuation points, a teclmlque 
not unkncwu. in &eh recita.ti e, but which betrays Schoenbarg's G.ttantion to 
euwlciatory ietail. 

Tl·wre are in fact en.1uples of such (usually) short rests :f'or juncture -
intentional pauso or hesitation - in all but four of the settings. The 
predominance of simple time-eignatu!'es is in line with German being, like 
Fil&l1.s..'l , a. atres.s-timed language - its stressed syllables tend to be 
isochror,oua •· but this is counterbalanced by the abunriant use (in all but 
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five of the settings) of triplets, which 'flatten out' the rhythnic pulse 
and nove the vocal line closer t o the realn of song than speech. 

Schoenberg' s use of pi tch-novecent sho\'TS hio at great pains to obtain an 
exact effect, despite his own c.pparently casuo.l attitude to language in Style 
and Idea. There he professed indifference to texts in Schubert Lieder he 
knm1 i-tell: 

"I had coupletely understood the Schubert songs, together \vi th their poeos, 
froo the nusic alone, and the poens of Stefan Georgo from their sound alone ••• 11 (3) 

The actual written text was not The lay in its sounds. Despite 
the innediate rise or fall rule noted earlier, there are still sooe 50 
exaoples of repented notes in vfueroas the r atio of f2lling to 
intervals over the whole work is about 3:2, this increases noticeably with 
oinor and oajor there are twice as oany falling as rising, and in 
fact nearly 2o% of all intervals used in the work are falling ninor seconds. 
Apart fron what this reveals of Schoenberg's attitude to speech intonation, 
along with the high incidence of aug:Jented and dininished intervals where 
sinpler forns would have served equally well, we nay deduca that Schoenberg 
was indeed attenpting an accuracy of vocal line unattainable with the 
not.P.tionnl neans at his disposal . Even sinple speech inflexions, let alone 
P!errot's tortuous voc.:ll neuroses, are far too conplex to be contained within 
a systen of nobtbn h::J.sed on equal tenpera':lent and devised for the 'haroonious' 
interaction of cxecutants . Merely froo the standpoint of pitch- novenent, a 
siople is nuch too wide an interval to describe accurately the 
oinute inton<J.ti t:m changes of ordinary speech, as Harry Partch and other 
cxperinenters lk·we found. VIe nay reoenber that Schoenberg hinself abandoned 
the five-line stave for the speaker in his Ode t o Napoleon , Op. 41 (1942) in 
favour of a single line- though vdth ledger lines he notatcs well over an 
octave compass even then. In the Ode, the effect of this reduced scoring is 
to leave the reciter a grertt deal of freedon in every aspect of his delivery 
except rhythn. 

For purposes of brief historical we nay take 1600 as the date 
fron which conposors of the nodern era becm.1e seriously concerned the 
transfer of vernacular patterns into uusic drana. The Florentines 1 guiding 
credo was a return to the word, and yet froo the oonent that a paying public 
was a.dnitted to deride or adnire, the word to fig,"lt a losing battle with 
the voice - until this century. In this sense, then, the nusic of Pierrot 
restores the hunanity t o the huoon voice that been refined out of it over 
the preceding three centuries. 

Schoenberg's real antecedents, however, c.re t o be f ound ::1uch earlier. The 
written langu2ge of the Greeks contained indicators of prosodic 
features in the spoken word: acute and accents f or rising or falling 
intonation patterns and rough and snooth 1breathings 1 f or aspirated or un• 
aspirated initial vowels. It was these very features that virga and punctun 
in Gregorian chant were intended to convey. These signs and their neunatic 
derivatives presupposed an oral tradition and conveyed only relative pitch-
relationships. Standardisation of pitch did not occur until after the 
invention of the stnve. Seen in this context, Schoenberg's inevitably 

.. 
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relative pitch notation for the Sprechstimme brings the wheel round full 
circle- he is both a new monodist and a very old one. Plus ea change • •• ? 

Amid the . .s>:f superle.ti ves provoked by Schoenberg' s centenary 
canonisation, it is difficult to main:£ain . a-sens·e ·of' per§pecti ve. It is now 
possible to see, however, that Pierrot' s is not merely a rre'W voice· 
from the ashes of a perverted monody, a renaissance in musical treatment· of · 
langu.age unheard since f·1onteverdi. l?ar adoxically, despite Schoenberg ' s 
minute attention to prosodic ·concern is a · 
redi scovery of long-neglected human sounds - as purely musical sounds . In 
a vital sense, Pierrot's journey represents the nocturnal writhings of 
Western music emerging in a new dawn of self-discovery in this 

MARTIN DREYER 

( 1) From the preface to the score, as quoted in Arnold ScMnberR: the 
formative years (2nd edition of the English translation, London 1971), 
;p. 139. ·' 

£·,::· 

(2) Iviy underlining. 

(3) Arnold Schoenberg, Stvle and Idea (London 1951), pp . 4-5 . 

Glossarv 

Intonation- speech melody as it functions-in sentences (as opposed to · 
singie words) . Not to be co-nfused v1ith the usual musical meanings of 
singing/playing in tune or Gregorian recitation notes. 

•'! : 

Pause - an aspect of continuity, or lack of it, in speech. Unfilled pauses, 
notatable in music only by rests , may result fron taking a breath, difficulty 
in ertunc·iation , or hesitation, intentional or otherwise. 

Prosody - an uobrella term covering vocal effects superimposed on 
and grammar· in speech. Major prosodic features are pitch, dynamic level, . 
duration and silence. 

,. ,. -Rhytbifr-icality - intersyllabic i11 speed of utterance. It covers 
such musical features as legato, staccato and glissando which, in 
tend to affect rhythm. 
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Some aspects of · a 
political attitude 
EY UITH POT'l' ER 

Two and a half years .s.go CONTACT planned to publish I}..'O interview 1>ri th the 
llhglish experimental com-pc·ger Cornelius Card.aw, but t'o1" a whole 

v·&riety of :r-eaeone, including the vngari ea cf the machiue on w.b.i.ch O'.ll' 
discu.ssion was ret:;·Jrded, the project lll'.!.a temporarily ch;)lvad. So when 
Cardew came to York to gi. ve a piano reci tt_ll at ·t;he Arts Centre on the 
Contemporary .f.Iusic Network • s sch8Tle on 21 V.: t o bar last year, I took t he 
opportunity of talking to h:im for the again. 

The int E>nening period had seen a fundamental change in Cardew' s outlook, 
about which he r.a.d al.reL; dy bee:n talkilig t o me in 1972 bt.tt which he had not, 

th9 time of' that ilE·., ., int£+rview, .rot. begu.n to put i nto practice. Broadly, 
it waa the change from an att itude i n !ll'..taic t steroming from Cage , 
to a p..">litlcal by t he composer's present sympat hies wi th the 
CoG:JuUnist Psrty of (l'f.uan:..t:st-1eniniet) and ex001plified by 'the change 

:n his £r.u.aic which haa been charted in COi\TACT 8. 

It "rss therefore no lo.nge.r s a.n composer that Carde10 but 
as a fully cow.mi tted composer of poli ticrd !rrllSic •..:ho hea 1i ttlf;l r;vod to cay 
abcl lt his e::cpl':rimental a>'ld all h.le previous works. So I bt'!!g:M by quoting 
something wi'>-Lct I r..a.d already aaid to ano ther e:q;erimentaJ.ist who hss recently 
tu.::-r1ed to wr-lting poliTical rm;.8ic and who knows Csrdew \'rell ·• Cbri.e.tinr' Wolff, 

It seems to :rh ' .. 'l.tlt there it a basic differoz!ce of attitude betwe·· .ou 
Euld Wolff . You in youx e.ttempt Yl-ite politi.cF.il music seem to be concerned 
dil"ectly to get thrcil.gt, to a ma -::.s audience, to wd. te music that is accessible 
to audience. Yn1.1 e.ra therefore writing ·::>f Chinese 
re-<rolutions..r-.t songs, short tonal pl.ano pieces and {'.0 on in a very accessible 
iiium, to not with e. contemporary music a.u..iience directly 
wJ. th popu.lntio11 at large, B:f contrast , it seems that 'Wolff is unhappy 
Abcl.:tt doing that qu.ita so directly beoe.use of plJ!'ely musical It 

aeetn th8,t he is fiX'st of all, to tcy to cornm.unicate ifi th a 
contemporary music atldience through the ml'lan.s of o::mtaoporary music : of hi s 
music aa tl'J.tjt audience has always kno"-n it, tut, adding this :polit.ical element 
to ii. This means that Wo1f:f'a is :lll!ch more acceaeiblo t o P. ccnt t11llporar.t 
music audience at the moment than youra, but it d.oesn' t make it accusaible to 
a ms..<s audience in the same way that yours has the pot.antial of being. Yov. 

s:;cceeded yet, I thi11k', .LU1d I rton 1 t know whether you 'Will, but there ' s 

.. 
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the possibility of success there at the moment which there isn't in Wolff's 
music. Would you agree with that? 

It depends what you mean by accessible. In whnt sense is Christian's 
music accessible to the avantgarde audience? ·It's accessible in the same 
way as his old music was. It means they can derive the same things from it; 
they get basically the same satisfactions. Or rather some of them now don ' t, 
because it's been injected with an element of Socialist politics . But 
generally speaking, the language is more or less the same. 

I think People's Libera tion rfu.sic - perfonning, in a pop idiom, songs 
on militant working class themes and political folksongs- has the potential 
t o do propaganda, pnd make music for a working class audience. So that's why 
it ' s good to develop that. But really I don't think the question of styl e is 
primary . Some composers may see the most important thing as tl1e working class 
and i ts culture, others the ideas of Cowmunism. Others might just say they 
want to support democratic tendencies in society - that they're against 
fascism and so on. But at lThatever level they choose to support it , i t 
doesn ' t matter what style they use. They should turn their abi lities, 
incl uding the style they ' ve mastered, and use them in support of it . We 
made a big switch and came over from doing ava.ntgarde stuff whfch nobody 
could understand to doing something which a lot of people can understand . 
Incidentally , the avantgarde audience can understand it too, even though it's 
not their usual fare . 

You ' ve been doing political for about two years . lfhat do you feel 
you ' ve learnt from it? Has your approach to it changed? 

Ue threw ourselves into it at the start, had a lot of exper iences, made 
a l ot of exper iments and had these fierce ideological struggles with audiences 
and with other musicians, and learnt a lot . vnmt's happened in the intervening 
period , almost without anybody noticing, is that a repertoire has built up. 
We now have musical material to put forward; we aren ' t reliant upon putting 
fonmrd a Cage piece and having an ideological discussion about i t - we actually 
have some new music . PLM has lots of songs; we've done some music for the 
wo:rking class movement and so on . 

You ' re playing two Piano Albums tonight . Could you tell me something about 
the later of these , Piano Album 1974? 

This hasn ' t come out as a series of short pieces like the Piano Album 1973 , 
but is actually one half-hour long piece called Variations, based on 
the ThMlmann song which is still in use in German circl es . ThHlmann 
was chairman of the German Communist Party from 1925 until 1933 . He unified 
it and made it into a mass party , and led the fight against Hitler ' s fascism; 
in 1933 he was interned and in 1944 he vJas executed. This year being the 30th 
anniversary of his death there is a campaign in Germany to popularise 
ThHlmann and the work that he did, and to carry forward his line and develop 
it in the present situation. The piece is divided into three main sections . 
It starts with a very pastoral section which is an attempt to describe how the 
worki ng class emerged from the peasantry and the rural proletariat . This does 
not present the theme in its original form . Then it develops in quite a 
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bourgeois, romantic tradition, before crystallising into a siwple statement 
of the song as it is sm1g in Germany today . Quite shortly after 
this, Eisler's song Der heilige Aufmarsch is introduced, to symbolise the 
energy and vitality that ThMlmann brought into the German Communist Party; 
Eisler' s song \vas about the building up of the arr.naments industry in Germany 
at the time when they were planning to attack the Soviet Union, and it's 
being used again today with nev< words about defending the Communist Party 
against the attacks of the State . Following this, there is a section based 
on Koechlin ' s song Free written in 1934. That's the end of the 
first part of the piece . Then there are three slmv variations which I think 
of as dirges for And then there's a final section which is intended 
to represent how line is being developed by the Communists in 
Germany today . So the piece is programmatic in a sense - at least in talking 
about it beforeh311d to the audience you can outline the general subject matter. 
Its relevance to today is that we ar e a re-emergence of fascism our 
society: it's very important to study what happened in the 20s and 30s and how 
the Communists dealt with the situation then. So you try to outline that 
situation and then present the piece, during which the audience has a chance . 
to reflect on it . In fact it intensifies their experience of it . 

So you see a fascist take-over as being imminent, do you? 

· I think the situation today is running parallel in some ways to that 
between the two World Wars . There's a lot of discussion about it, though I 
don ' t think there ' ll ever be a f ascist dictatorship in this country. But 
what ' s certain is that you've got to fight aea,inst it, because it ' s what the 
capitalist class is going to try to achieve. They're in a very bad spot now, 
economically. 

· Well, that ' s just as true, if not truer, of this country as it is of , 
say, other parts of Ehrqpe, isn't it? · '.l'herefore a fascist dictatorship is 
almost l!lore likely to happen here than in, say, Germany . 

Well , there is n deoocratic tradition militating against it in this 
country - it's risky to rely on ih R.t .. . But in fact the Trades Union 
movement in this country has never been smashed, it has an unbroken history . 
In all countries where a fasci s t dictatorship did exist the Trades Union 
movement was younger, for a start, ru1d i t was then smashed . So the Trades 
Union movement on the continent is in a slightly different condition from 
that here. AlsQ the working class here has successful of struggle 
against ·fasci-sm- -- for instance, we broke up· the Mosleyite movement in the 30s . 

During 197) ·you were in Berlin on the German Academic Exchange programme. 
Did you learn .a lot about political attitudes outside this country and the 
different problems involved? 

· Even in the capitalists are obliged to carry out the same measures 
against the working class, to exploit them and to reduce their standard of 
living. One up against .censorship no more than here or in America but 
the fight against it on the part of the Communists is on a much higher level . 
For instance, they're taking a much more militant stand against it in the 
universities than here . And the revolutionary intellectuals are much more 
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organised - there's a long tradition of that in Germany. A big difference 
between Germany and both Ehgland and America is that there ' s no Trotskyite 
movement there . In the struggle against fascism here, for instance, you find 
that the Trotskyites have a totally different analysis of what happened in 
the 30s from· ours. They regard Hitier ' s rise to power as directly the f ault 
of Stalin. 

The most interesting thing that happened to me in Germany -vms getting 
involved in a campaign to set up a children ' s hospital instead of an artists ' 
centre. The bourgeoisie was .. pla..'1Iling to open an artists' centre in an old 
hospi tal ru1d Cpmmunists led the local population in opposing it. and 
demandi ng a children ' .s hospital . I wrot.e a song for the campaign which was 
used on demonstrations and so on and even by kids in · the streets . 
So it got a very wide hearing and was used . Also other people helped write 
it . Three of us got together to discuss what we wanted the song to express. 
The others not only helped write the words but also _commented on the music . 

In lfhat ways did they criti cise it? 

T'.ney said, ·for exrunple, in the second M.lf of the verse the tune should 
be higher, should in · intensity. I had the whole verse OT' the same plane . 
They were saying, basi cally, that what I had written didn't match the 
requirements of the content in certain respects . · The experience of this 
collective method is totally different from that of writing, say, the Pi8JlO 
Albums . In these I 'm expressing a point of view quite personally and trying 
to engage other people in thinking about the subjects I think are important . 
In Piano Album 1973 in J:articular the ideas are presented in a very artistic 
way; some of the pieces are quite precious . Earlier arrangements I did of 
Chinese and Irish songs are also quite sensitive and artistic . The pieces 
by Michael Chant and Dnve -Smith that I 'm playing tonight approach the whole 
subject from different points of view. Dave Smith has ·done some arrangements 
of Albanian songs _in the conventional Socialist Realist style; he doesn ' t 
present them in ·the artistic way that I ' ve used in my Piano Album 1973 . His 
pieces could be played at a political meeting- say Socialist 
Construction in Albania. r4ichael Chant ' s pieces are formalist, not so 
emotional . For instance , in his setting of the Internationale the first verse 
is a simple tune, the second verse has a complex strUggle going on around the 
nelody and the third verse is a mighty unison >-There the working class is united. 
So on the . formal plane he has represented view of the revolutionary ideal . 

Do you think you're succeeding at any level on your terms at the moment? 
Is your message getting across to the people you want to it? You've 
admitted that the mnnf)ers·- iiiwl ved very-· small. . 

That ' s not the main point. If the numbers v1ere great, we ' d have to wrl.te 
a different kind of music anyway, like the song about the children's hospital 
in Germany. 

So music for a real mass audience would be different from what you're 
doing _;now? 

Yes, because the revolutionary culture is 'really produced bY the masses·. 
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The people l'l'hO write. the actual notes down are only reflecting the interests 
of the So for the time being you can say that you 're successful if · 
the people who hear you - never mind how many - are interested in the subjects 
that you bring up and if they about them with a basically correct 
orientation. In a concert that would be quite an achievement . You can't 
expect to organise people politicallv on the of a concert. 

Are you doing quite a lot of concerts at the moment? 

Not really. But I' m going to make a record of some of the new piec·es 
for an Italian company. .And I 'm organising an .Americc.n tour. i:fuatever it 1 s 
in my power to organise, I'll do, on the basis of this material until something 
new gets written. 

You are a lso still playing avantgarde music with which you now have no · 
sympathy: Steve Reich, Dieter Schnebel and so on. Isn't continuing to be 
associated with this music compromising yourself? 

People who are hostile will think so . Other people will understand very 
well that you have to earn a living. But if you look at the history of 
socialist artists and composers you'll see that they've fought to survive and 
have produced progressive art . Even if they get victimised, like Alan Bush, 
for instance. It's a growing trend. We think that these people, socialist 
artists, are wrestling with the problems that are acute todPy, whereas people 
like Stockhausen and Cage aren 't. 

But .Cage has always been socially concerned, hasn't he? Presumably you 
don't think it's sufficiently defined. 

I think he ' s mystifying people. Anyway, Cage and Stockhausen certainly 
misled . me and I feel quite bitter about that . They influence young composers 
by telling them that there are formal problems in the development of bJurgeois 
music and that- we ·have to come up with original, unique solutions to them and 
build our careers on that basis . 

I don 1 t think that was quite what Cage was saying in the mid- 60s, for 
instance. 

It doesn't matter he was saying, it's what he was doing, isn't it? 
To all intent:? and purposes he 1'1'as still practising Zen Buddhism, as far as 
Pm concerned. Some pieces I can still admir'e as bourgeois music, others are 
completely decrepit . Like Cheap Imitation and Musicircus, which are completely 
empty . He hasn't said anything in these pieces; all he's done is to create a 
situation in which people freak out or feel confused. 

' . 

So society is much more i1nportant than music? 

Music is a reflection of the society and not vice versa. Whereas, in 
Darm·stadt for instance, we used to think that what were doing was the heart 
of the matter and it just 'so happened ' that there was a world around it in 
the throes of social upheaval. 
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Robin Hollovmy has a grmving reputation as a serious-minded composer who 
is forging a uniquely personal style. the work takes its title 
from a poem of 1:iallace Stevens, Evening With Angels ( 1972) for chamber 
orchestra received its prime impetus from Tennyson ' s verses. This is 
typical of the literary inspiration o:f much of Holloway' s wol'k. 

Evening \'h th .Angels lasts over half an hour and is impressively argued . 
Hollov1ay l abels the vmrk as having nine movements , although this point 
might be debated, since the ninth movement appears parenthetically inside 
the eighth. The symmetrJ is satisfying: movements II, IV, VI and VIII 
present a refrain, III and VII are scherzos - malincolico and giocoso 
respectively, I and L1 a prelude and postlude , while at the centre is V, 
a chorale-like adagio which is a 1wrdless setting of ' How sleeps the crimson 
petal '. The material is handled economically and imaginatively and 1 developed 1 

in the traditional sense , rather than used in block- form . Holloway 1 s 
predil ection for quoting Schumann and Brahms i s now quite well known; however, 
nothing in this score leaps to the eye as a borrowing, although from time to 
time the music hovers on the brink of major-minor tonality. 

comparison, the quotation of the Benedictus from }lissa Ut re 
mi fa sol la in Bernard Rands ' Metalepsis 2 (1971) is perfectly obvious . 
Metalepsis 2 is a setting for mezzo-soprano, small (amplified) choir and 
twelve instrumentalists of ' Hycrn to Steel: for five million human voices' by 
John Wain. The composer directs that 11 the \"l'Ork should be performed in the 
spi rit of a Requiem (with no denominational bias) for those who suffer and 
die as a result of tyrannies - commercial, political and religious" . The 
names of Henry Ford, Mao Tse-Tung and Stalin are sung by the choir and it 
would seem that the quotation of the Benedictus is an ironical gesture 
directed against gentlemen such as these - "Blessed is he that cometh in the 
name of the Lord". (The text is used to the same effect in Peter l""J.an;ell 
Davies 1 Tnverner. ) I have no doubt that this is an important wo rk which 
makes its point effectively. 

Finally, a word on the production of these scores . The Rands is in the usual 
UE format and is i mpeccably laid-out and printed. The Holloway is a facsimile 
of the composer's manuscript, vT hich although in an admirably cl ear hand is 
naturally less legible than a traditionally engraved score . It seems 
inevitable as the economic crisis bites harder that this is the form in wlrich 
more and more scores by British composers will be appearing; however, it would 
be a sad end retrograde step if we \vere to come to regard it as the norm. 

DAVID Ll ROBERTS 
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The appearance of a new Carter score is never less than a major event, but v1hen 
it is a string quartet there is additional cause for excitement. It was the 
First Quartet which, back in 1951 , took the decisive step into individual and 
uncompromising modes of expression, while its successor, eight years later, 
clarified this into a commitment to forms of ensemble writing based on the 
principle of independent characterisation. Now, with the arrival of the Third 
Quartet, it is possible to establish whether this essentially concertante line 
of development has been broken. 

The answ·er is no. The worl.c is, remembering the score with which Carter is now 
most closely associated, a kind of 'Double Concerto' for string quartet . The 
group is divided into two duos vThich, separated on the :platform, pursue 
independent courses of action. Duo I (violin and cello), distinguished by 
a fluctuating, auasi rubato form of motion, exploits a cyclic arrangement of 
segments of four Duo II (violin and viola), by contrast, 
builds movements into a 'progressive' structure, playing in strict 
rhythm throughout, often in extended polyrhythms. The overall scheme is such 
that every possible combination of a Duo I movement with a Duo II movement is 
realised, with the segments arranged in an unbroken series of overlaps . The 
result is a definitive exploration of Carter's protracted involvement with 
mult i - layered contrasts, the differentiation achieved, as in the past, by long-
range structural processes (divergent paths of evolution progressing through 
varying degrees of articulation) rather than more localised , and hence limited, 
means . It should be added that AMP have responded magnificently to the work 1 s 
special demands. The splendid clarity of the score leaves the reader mercifully 
free of additional complications . Any blemishes (e. g. the erroneous alignment 
of the Duo II partners in bar 140) are only incidental . 

As may no1•r "h-> evident, in the Third Quartet Carter 1 s ;:JUsical language has 
reached a degree of elaboration that could hardly be exceeded. Indeed, an 
innocent observer of the score might readily be forgiven for mistaking its 
unprecedented complexity for outright perversity. \·le must await the British 
premiere, or at least (it is to be hoped) the prompt release in this country 
of the American recording, to prove him v1rong. 

CHRIS 
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polemic, and the implicit purpose of which might thus be deduced as rational 
persuasion, should indulge in such an obscure and mystifying style . Such a 
style, however, is not an entirely unnatural adjunct. of Adorno's attitude 
towards the world and his material as that attitude is conveyed by the book. 
For despite Adorno's radical stance against the domination of industrial 
bourgeois society, he adopts an pose which is part and parcel 
of that same society. Domination in industrial society depends upon the 
centralised and authoritarian co-ordination if its members' activities by 
a privileged elite, a process Hhich in turn is ultimately dependent upon the 
centralised dissemination of information. Given the high degree of the : 
division of labour upon which industrial society is predicated, the creation 
of such information falls to u large degree within the province of the academic. 
There always exists, therefore, the potential for those who create information 
in our society to have, albeit unconciously, a vested interest in the prevalent 
structure of that society . Certified as experts by society at large, there can 
exist the tendency for some academics to give the impression that their 
pronouncements l1ave an authoritatiye weight which is beyond question. 

This attitude is patently true of Adorno in the opening pages of his book. The 
author clearly considers himself to be in a position to determine the relative 
worth of all 20th centuzy musics and cultural attitudes : "Because the 
monopolistic means of distributing stood entirely the disposal of 
artistic trash and compromised cultural values, and catered to the socially 
determined predisposition of the listener, radical music vras forced into 
9omplete isolation during the final stages of industrialism. For. those 
composers who wanted·to survive, such isolation becomes a pretense 
for a false peace. This has given rise to a type of musical composition ••• 
which has adjusted to mass culture by of calculated feeble-mindedness." 
(page 6). Although only Hindemi th, Shostakovi tch and Bri tten are named, one 
gains the distinct impression that, outside the twelve note school and 
Stravinsky (who is dealt with separately), there are few composers who do 
not fall under this rubric. Adorno is eq\J.ally dogmatic with regard to popular 
music: ". • • the perceptive faculty has been so dulled by the omnipresent hit 
tune that the concentration necessary for responsible listening has become 
permeated by traces of recollection of this musical rubbish, and thereby 
ir:J.possi bl e. " (page 1 0) • By taking such an attitude, Adorno eschews any 
phenomenological approach to his subject that would acknowledge the different, 
but equally authentic and genuine world-senses articulated by different types 
and schools of composition. Rather than allo>·ring various musical types to, 
as it were, present their ovm 'sociological' evidence, Adorno externally imposes 
upon then a view which is firmly rooted in his position as a nember of an 
authoritarian .and hierarchical ucadenic tradition. 

The one essential criticism that must thus be made against Adorno is that he 
does not examine the implications of his own position. Like many sociologists, 

,he falls into the trap of criticising an aspect of his society, in this case 
·music , in terms of the assumptional framework upon which that socie'bJ is 
grounded. In this way the status quo not only of the society, but of the 
author ' s position in it, is paradoxically reinforced. Where Adorno could be 
elucidating both the implications of his own position, and those.of the music 
he is examining, he is entrenching his acadenic role through mystification of 
his subject-matter- a process for which elaborate verbosity is.undcniably 
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And whereas he could be acknowledging his culture-specific 
orientation to the world, and thereby opening up the possibility of realising 
the value of contradictory 1-Torld-senses, he implicitly assumes that people in 
general, and himself in particular, can .objectively stand outside both 
themselves and the society being examined . This assumption does nothing but 

·the way in which Adomo' s ·outlook is unconsciously bound to 
industrial bourgeois. .society. · 

In ·.view of Adomo's ambivalent relationship to bourgeois society, it is not 
surprising to find that he thinks of the school as representing 
the forces of progress (another industrial since twelve note 
technique attempts to negate tonality (which encodes and articulates the 
industrial world- sense) by an extension of trends already inherent in tonality. 
The interdependent but functionally separated fundamentals of tonalitY pecome 

isolated (alienated) and reintegrated to form a musical 
where no one fundamental dominates another, Expressionism, in over-emphasising 

isolated subjectivity of bourgeois society, forms the transition . between 
late tonality and twelve note technique: "If the drive towards well-
integrated construction is to be called objectivity, then objectivity is not 
simply a counter-movement to Expressionism. It is the other side of the 
Expressionistic coin. Expressionistic music had interpreted so literally 
the principle of expression contained in traditionally Romantic music that 
it assumed the character of a case-study. In so doing, a sudden change . 
takes place. Music, as a case-study in expression is no longer 'exp.re;::;si ve'. 11 

(page 49) . Schoenberg's music attains its 'authenticity' through 
recognition of this change: "The subject of modem music , upon which the 
music itself presents a case-study, is the emancipated, isolated, cortcrete 
subject of the late bourgeois phase. This concrete subjectivity and the 
material which is radically and thoroughly formulated by it furnishes .• 
Schoenberg with the canon of aesthetic objectivism. The depth of his work ··, 
is thereby discernible." (page 57) . Parallel with Adomo 1 s 'objectivity', 
Schoenberg' s twelve note music seeks to o bj ecti vely contain its own · 
subjectivity and so stand outside itself . The pervasiveness of the Freudian 
outlook in both men's work thereby becomes apparent . 

In a similar manner the tenporal aspects of tonality become over-extended in 
the twelve note technique. Tonality, through the vertical co-ordination of 
horizontal lines originating with mensuration, essentially spatialises the 
temporal flow of those previously more independent lines . Twelve note 
technique, in its dislocation of centrally dominated fundamentals, and it$ 
retrograde rows (these rows, it can be argued, serve to encode and articulate 

.a, reversible time - and reversible time is the logical extension and 
of a spatialised time) serves to totally extinguish any sense of 

temporal flow: "The continuum of subjective time-experience is no longer 
entrusted with the po1trer of collecting musical events, functioning as a unity, 
and thereby imparting meaning to them... Once again music subdues time , ' but 
no longer by substituting music in its perfection for tine, but by negating 
time through the inhibition of all musical moments by means of an omnipresent 
construction." (page 60) . In objectively stepping outside its constitutive 
subjectivity twelve note music potentially destroys the temporal flow of 
consciousness . 
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If it is Adomo' s natural affinity 1vi th the Schoenberg school (he studied with 
Berg) that makes his discussion of it so largely perceptive, then it is his 
blind allegiance to the Schoenbergi.an aesthetic that renders his discussion 
of so suspect. Adomo's fundamental criticism of Stravinsky is 
that his music, in its denial of tonality, nonetheless articulates the 
domination of bourgeois society. The integrity of the individual 
subjectivity is threatened: "In Stravinsky ' s case, subjectivity assumes 
the character of sacrifice, but - and this is where he sneers at the tradition 
of humanistic art - the music does not identify with the victim, but rather 
with the destructive element . Through the liquidation of the victir:J. it ·rids 
itself of all intentions- that is, of its own subjectivity." (page 143) .. 
The new collectivity thus favoUl's the industrial forces of suppression: 
"Authenticity (in Stravinsky' s music) is gained surreptitiously through the 
denial 9f the subjective pole. 'rhe collective standpoint is suddenly seized 
as though by attack; this results in the renunciation of comfortable conformity 
1vith individualistic society. But at the ver;J point where this is achieved , a 
secondary, and, to be sure, highly uncomfortable conformity results: tha 
conformity of a blind and integral society- a society, as it were, of eunuchs 
and headless men. " (page 159) . This, for Adomo, is the essential contradiction 
inherent in Stravinsky's music , a contradiction ·which ir:J.pairs musical meaning. 
Stravinsky "is dravm in that direction where music - in its retarded stage, 
far behind the fully developed bourgeois subject - functions as an element 
lacking intention, arousing only bodily anination instead of offering meaning. 
He is so attracted to that sphere in which meaning has become so ritualized, 
that it cannot be experienced as the specific Lleaning of the musical act . " 
(page 140) . 

It is from this position that Adomo criticises aspects of Stravinsky's 
musical language. A lack of thematic material conpromises·coopleteness of 
form : "His music is devoid of recollection and consequently lacking in any 
tir:J.e continuum of pe:rmanence. Its course lies in reflexes ... This lack of 
thematic material, a lack which actually excludes the brcndth of fom, the 
continui t;y of the process - indeed, it excludes 'life ' itself from the music ." 
(page 164). Again we are amazingly told that "Str.:tvinsky 1 s music remains a 

phenonenon •.• because it avoids the dialectical confrontation 
the musical progress of time" (page 187); "such suspension of musical time 
consciousness corresponds to the total consciousness of a bourgeoisie which ••• 
denies the time process itself? and finds its utopia in the withdrawal of 
tme into space." (page 190). 

Adorno is urw.ble even to consider that Stravinsky is articulating in his 
music a world-sense which he, the author, has not comprehended. He is unable 
to conceive for Stravinsky, the conscious variation of explicitly stated 
themes (a process for the listener, requires a long D8LJ.ory span, and so 
the ability to stand outside the temuoral flow of his consciousness) and the 
consciously 'rational' of unnecessary devices for · 
what he sought to achieve . Only someone -vrhose world-sense was so firmly 
rooted in the spatialised time of post-Renaissance thought could so 
paradoxically conceive of Stravinsky's music as 'timeless' and so possessing 
a temporality that 'vanishes into Adorno cannot sense that innersion 
in the temporal flow of consciousness requires a releasing of consciously 
controlled timec 
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Perhaps the statement which best sums up the narrowness of Adorno' s OL.n .. __ ._,. _ _;_ 

is the following: "The total energy exerted (in Stravinsky' s music) is placed 
in the service of blind and aioless obedience to blind rules; this energy is 
devoted to Sisyphus-like tasks. The best of the inf.'3J.' .... tile compositions 
exhibit the delirious and confining gesture of chasing-one' s-tail . This 

effect ·of not.being able to escape own_ grasp. " _ 
\pa ge 179). Allenab.on does not denve from a lack of self-dJ.stancmg and · ... 
objectivity, but rather from an excess of it. because distancing and · .. 
objectivity is, in both a personal and social sense , what Adorno subscribes 
to, he cannot help but feel alienated in the presence of a music 1mich is 
concerned with the r evelationary process of continual Becoming, rather than 
the over-extension of the incarnatory process of static Being. 

Adorno 1 s musical ' ethnocentricity' is reflected in his attitude towards the 
consciousnesses of pre-literate and industrial man. Pre-literate 
consciousness, in Adorno ' s view, is simply a proto-version or undevel oped 
form of industrial consciousness : "The belief that the archaic simply lies 
at the aesthetic disposal of the ego - in order that the ego night regenerate 
itself through it - is superficial; it is nothing Tiore than a wish fantasy. 
The force of the historical process which has crystallized the firm contours 
of the ego , has objectified itself in the individual , holding him back and 

from the primeval world contained within bin. Obvious archaic 
impulses cannot be reconciled with civilization." (page 168) . Again 1'l'e ar e 
in the hands of our old 19th century friend - progress. 

The critical sociological and anthropological traditions of this century have 
dispensed with the notions of inherent social progress and the unquestioned · 
superiority of modern Western man. in recent years, Marshall 
McLuhan and others have argued that the structuring of our consciousness and 
our society has during this century begun to change to sonething comparable 
with that of the consciousnesses and societies of pre-literate Instead 
of living in a contradictory 1vorld of individual purpose and social domination , 
of J¥hich the watchword with regard to both man and environnent is that of 
conscious alienated control, we are entering a period where the imnediacy of 
inter-personal relationships and the acceptance of rapid and frequently 
unpredictable .change is fast becoming the order of the day. We are beginning 
to live more within ourselves and our world, and this is a situation which is 
sir:iply incompatible with the domination of bourgeois society . For the 
increased of Tian 1 s relationships both with hinself and the events 
of the world has resulted in nany sectors of society becor:ring too aware to 
remain ciphers in a centralised system. 

In nimy ua.ys Stravinsky ' s music articulates this changed structure, a structure 
which is so clearly anathema for Adorno . Neither sociologically nor nusically 
does Adorno escape the bourgeois- all must be highly .conscious , 'objective', 
' rational ' and painfUl effort . Anyone who does not face ' the problem ' in 
this fashion i s reactionary and regressive . Adorno cannot conceive that to 
Stravinsh.-y, who was brought up in a country which did not have a Renaissance , 
his fornulation of the problen of late bourgeois society night have little 
significance or relevance . 

JOHN SHEPHERD 
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DICTIONARY OF 20TH CEl:JTURY NUSIC, edited by John Vinton 

THAMES AND HUDSON, 1 97 4 . ( £9. 50) 

A dictionary of 20th century music published in 1974 seems a trifle premature, 
but the aditor was obviously surprised at how vast a work can be compiled at 
this point in the century - 830 pages of double-columned information. White 
it is necessarily incomplete, there is no doubt that this dictionary -will · 
remain· as a piece of spade-work on which later compilations can feed- and grow. 

Originally published in the USA (by Dutton as A Dictionary of Contemporary 
Music) by a largely American team, despite the impressive list of European 
names amongst the 'board of advisors' , the dictionary has an obvious American 
flavour in spellings and definitions of technical terms as well as in entries . 
The maill task of such a work is to provide accurate, up-to-date, compact, · 
impartial and useful information on its subject . How far does this book go 
towards fulfilling this duty? 

The dictionary quite rightly, I think, restricts its entries to composers, 
general articles on countries and -important 20th century subjects, and 
necessary definitions. (SUch possible items as artists or performing groups 
are omitted, except where discussed in general articles.) 

I 

One wonders, however, just what criteria were used in choosing composers ·for·· ·· 
inclusion. The editor says that "born after 1880 are alive after 1930" was ' ·•· 
a rule-of-thumb, but this is obviously waived if someone is considered 
influential or important enough: Debussy and Mahler , for instance, are both 
in, so is Scriabin. 

He also mentions that "at least a hundred more composers" are not included 
because "insufficient information could be obtained on them". This seems 
rather hard on the unlucky ones. vlere they mainly from Eastern furope? 
Most of the non-British composers that I couldn't find are from such parts-
Jiri Jaroch, Tomislav Zogrinski and Nikos Namangakis are examples. Possibly 
there are actually some who declined to be included. (I wonder if this· 
explains Sorabji's absence?) 

But although the editor says that performances, published works and recordings 
helped decide entries, he probably· relied a great deal on the chief 
contributors from each country, which may explain some naughty omissions in· .. ' · 
the British entries . 

Be warned - there seems hardly an American composer who has ever put pen to 
paper and ca.J:led the result music who has not got his few lines and list of ; 
works, but wPile the usefulness of much of this information to the British 
reader is . slight, the work's comprehensiveness brings to our awareness many 
who do deserve a greater hearing in this country. It also provides valuable 
information on composers f:rem, for example, Canada, Latin America and Japan 
whom we could explore more fully. 

For the British user, great fun can be had in treasure-hunting through the 
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pages for the 50 or so British composers included. Most entries are, however, 
considerably less than half a column and only a goodly list of works boosts 
a composer's mention to noticeable size. Amongst those whose entries reach 
a column or more are Richard Rodney Bennett, Peter Maxwell Davies and 
Cornelius ·Cardew, the last of whom is seen as tbe guiding light of the 
British avantgarde. EveryQne will have his mm list of who is missed out, 
but must agree that the Briti:sh-advisers have certainly been hard on the Welsh, 
Scottish and Irish composers; and on the less revolutionary of the younger 
generation. Some of those for whom a case could be made are Constant Lambert, 
Lord Berners, Elizabeth Maconcby? Priaulx Rainier, Uilliam Matthias, 

·navergal Brian, __ Joillf __ 4l.W1 Hoddinott, Jonathan Harvey, Richard Orton 
and John White- and readily spring to mind. 

The general note on Great Britain is enlivened by some caustic comment on 
music Qefore 1945 by Geoffrey Sharp and the choice of Tim Souster to write 
the post-war section (although this, written in 1970, is already behind the 
times: perhaps CONTACT will join TEMPO as a periodical on new music in the 
next edition! ) • 

The commissioning of the articles on many major countries from a young 
practising composer makes these articles more stimulating than usual, if 
rather less impartial. 

The articles on composers seem as accurate as possible - as they should be 
with their subjects still mainly living- with use·ful lists of works and 
bibliographies up to around 1969-70. The shorter entries are bare, of a 
who's-who type, with a list of 'influences' as the only guide to the 
composer's ttyle . Some major composers get short shrift: a criterion seems 
to be whether one is considered influential on modern music or not . 
Schoenberg (&t columns) obviously is, Sibelius (32 lines) obviously is .not. 
Of course, information on the older composers is readily available elsewhere 
and the value of this book is to have some detail on the younger composers, 
especially the avantgarde, But the need for encapsulating a composer's 
style into a paragraph or two 1nakes for a lot of unsatisfactory general 
statements. One hopes that .although the book should be in school and college:· 
libraries, its articles will provide the beginning of a study of a composer 
and not its end • 

. ·.: . 
The most interesting entries are the 40 or so general articles on 20th century 
movements and ideas. Not pe:rhaps ·fo.r those who have detailed knowledge of the 
subjects, but then they will not need to look. For those who. need a general 
introduction to or survey of such subjects as electronic music, twelve note 
techniques, texl;-setting and usage .or indeterminancy, the dic·tionary -provides 
clearly written, meticulous and ri;nteresting accounts . Worthwhile articles 
are also included on such related rsubjects as non-vlestern music, dance, .. 
music, jazz, pop and even musicals, though orj_entated tmiards their use in 
mainstream music or by 'serious ' composers and necessarily rather breathless 
in style. 

Cross-references are useful, and the proof-reading and general layout good. 
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Music examples are to the more important general articles and to 
the point. . _.. ·'· r. 

HILARY BRACEFIELD 

STOCKHAUSErJ: Conversations \<Tith the Composer, edited by Jonathan Cott 

ROBSON BOOKS, 1974 (£3.50 hardback) 
P.Al'J BOOKS, 1974 (&:o • S5 paperback) 

These conversations between Stockhausen and Jonathan Cott took place in 1971 . 
The first was published in magazine during that year, and that 
should give to someone who has ever read the magazine a good .idea of the level 
at which the book aims. Let me hastily say· that that comment is not intended 
to be merely derogatory: ROLLING STONE, at its best, is intelligent and 
penetrating, if sometimes a little ove:nvritten; at its >vorst it descends to 
an eclectic mumbo-jumbo begging candidature for Pseud 1 s Corner. The book shows 
both the virtues and vices of the magazine, though fortunately the lapses are 
comparatively few. 'ilhat it is not, however, is a highly technical discussiop. 
of the music;· To be sure, there are technical details , often extremely 

(gymnen and Mantra receive extended treatment), but they are 
proffered by Stockhausen himself; Cott does not pursue these leads, 
pre:f.er:ring to talk about the ideas behind the music. Thus it is that the book 

. $houid .have a .fairly broad appeal; no great technical knovlled.ge is required 
· 'c}:f"the .read.er,· 'yet there is sufficient meat to keep the serious student of 
Stockhausen •s music satisfied. 

Cott •s credentials (as presented to us by the note) are not 
immediately convincing: is an anthologist of Victorian fairy- tale novels , · 
stories , and poems, the author of a meditative gloss on Goethe's Elective 
Affinitis;.s. qne ' s first choice as an interviewer of the greatest living 

Credentials notwithstanding, delivers.the goods . The 
are endlessly revealing and make excellent reading. Cott •s 

great virtue is that he is an innocent in tho contentious world of 
musip,' posing beautifully simple and ingenous questions, though he ts 
fortunate in that Stockhausen is a virtuoso talker who needs little 

. se:t him speaking at length. His chief failing lies in not followi:n,g t)!l.rol..lgh 
· a promising line of enquiry , being too eager to chime in >vi th some recon.di te 

snippet of infonnation in which he sees an analogy, often obscuring, r.atl:ler . 
than" to _9omething that Stockhausen has just said. The :composer 
in his turn is r ather too ready to agree with Cott•s analogies, so that .now , 
and then one finds entertaining exchanges of apparent mutual agreement where 
one suspects that neither .properly understood what the other was tall{ing 
about . It would have been better had these been omitted . This ·is just one 
way in which Cott cQu,ld. hn.ve made a better job of the editing: certain . 
topics recur _na.turally ·over the extended period of the conversations; there 
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seems to have been little attempt to gather these together. Since there is 
no this failure to collate information makes reference to the book 
extremely difficult. 

Stockhausen has gained a reputation of being a severe and authoritarian figure, 
but what rises up out of these pages is a likable, rounded personality; 
Stockhausen the polymath: acoustician, architect, composer, conductor, 
conversationist, electronic engineer, father, husband, jazz pianist, lecturer, 
lover, mystic, orphan, pilgrim, philosopher, poet, polyglot, scientist, 
teacher, traveller, wit. 

DAVID Ll ROBERTS 
.. ... 

EXPERIMENTAL MUSIC : Cage and beyond, by Michael Nyman 

STUDIO VISTA, 1974 (£3.75) -

Does writing about experimental rnusic between hard covers some _ 
kind of contradiction in terms - as the only review of Michael Ny.nari ' s new 
book that I have eeen so far seems to be saying? I would emphatically 
dispute this view and my reasons will, I hope, be apparent in what follows. 

Firstly, what is experimental music? Nyman, following Tilbury, Cardew and 
Cage (to_ trace the expressed notion back in order to its sources), distinguishes 
it from avantgarde music by its to espouse the latter's aesthetic; its 
refusal' to be a music 

"which is conceived nnd executed along the well.:..trodden but sanctified -path ' 
of the post-Renaissance tradition. " (p. 2) 

Indeed, his -first chapter is, slightly subtly, entitled ' Towards (a definition 
of) music'. To Nyman, then, experimental music is that written in 
the last 25 years or so which has 1 ts essential beginnings in the music ··and 
ideas of Cage·: Feldman, Brown (only up to the middle 50s) and Wolff as well 
as Cage himself; George Brecht, LaMonte Yo.ung, and the Fluxus movement; the 
electronic and environmental music of the members of Sonic Arts Union, David 
Tudor and Lowell Cross and others; Ichiyanagi, Ashley, Wolff' s work in Eng;Land, 
Cardew and the Scratch Orchestra and the English experimental music stemming 

these experiences; the minimalist music of-Young, Riley, Reich, Glass 
Rze:v.;ski and the English experimentalists Hugh Shrapnel, Chris Hobba , Jo.hn 
'Wllf Hor,mrd Skempton, Gavin Bryars and others. 

It will be noticed- and it is an important distinction- that all the music 
under· is from America and England, none of it from continental 
furope. Thus not only is the familiar and continuing (Stockhausian) -
Teutonic attempt at aomination entirely irrelevant to this music, but so is 
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the whole cult of the composer as a unique personality, different from the 
rest of us - and not only different but superior. Boulez and Stockhausen, 
Berio and Bussotti, Davies and Birtwistle are all equally a part of 
aspect of the tradition which. may · broadly be called the 'ava.t:J.tgnrde' :. a term 
which is becoming increasingly historical <md stylistic in its a',)plication -
like 'classical' or 'romantic' -and which even seems destined to attach 
itself permanently to composers, thereby changing its original .meaning 
entirely. Nyman's book is important because it sets down this 
clearly and concisely and attempts to define it in some detail, so that there 
shall, in fUture, be no excuse for ignorance of its implications . 

In doing this, Nyman has succeeded in demonstrating that experimental music 
is important . He has defined it by constant reference to the music and ideas 

·of Cage and in particular to the famour 'silent' piece, 4' 33", which he uses 

"not because it is notorious (and misunderstood) but simply because it is 
the most empty of its kind and therefore for my purposes the most M .l of 

(p. 2) · ... · .. 
-The first chapter is--also st'ructured 'around Cage's 

"questioning traditional- unities of composing, performing and listening: 
'Composing's one thing, performing·' s another, listening's a third. \'lhat can 
they have to do with one another?'." (p. 2) 

By this means he has· at least been able to hint at the importance of chaXlging 
attitudes to notation, the concern for music more as process and less as time-
object, the uniqueness of the moment rather than the uniqueness of permanence, 
the release from a dominatin.g concern with the identity of a composer or a 
particular piece, the attitude to time, the concept of performance as task, 
as a game, the freedom (and restrictions) of the performer, the idea of the 
instrument as 'total configuration', music as theatre and theatre as music, 
the concept listening 'focus' .' And the consequences of all these and 
much more which add up to a fUsion of music with life, rather than the 
avantgarde composer's far less realistic treatment of lifo no nusic . 

. -
"Art's obscured the difference between art and life. Now let life obscure 
the difference between life and art." (Cage, as quoted on p. 32) 

This leads us into the bulk of the book where the different currents running 
through experimental music are picked out and examined in the succeeding 
cha,pters. Nyman has not only provided a coherent view of many aspects of 
experimental music as it is today, but a history of his subject, beginning 
with a chapter called 'Backgrounds' in which he describes Cage ' s early work 
and his links with Satie, Ives, Cm·rell and the Futurists, and continuing 

'Inauguration 1950 - . 60: F-eldman, Vlolff, Cage' until we reach 
the seventh and final chapter, 'Itinimal music, determinacy and the new .·· 
tonality'. 

At each stage Nyman picks out the essential points, asks and answers a lot 
of :;:ight . questions and: gives liberal examples of pieces whenever this 
is possi.ble. His sources, o·f unpublished ·as iiell as published material, 
are so. extensive he almost makes up for the complete lack of actual 

from the workS of Cage, Wolff and Feld.rnah, .. necessitated by thei:J;" 
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publisher's. to sabotage the whole affair by demanding 
huge fees for the smalle.st quotation. 

As a history of experimental music the book might have been made .more complete 
by a more than cursory glance at, in particular, American experimehtalism 
before Cage: a f ascinating subject to which Cage himself _Ql)pe d_e'ltoted an 
article (reprinted in Silence). r ames such as George Henry Brant, 

'Me:r:t;on (not Earle) Brown, Ruth Crawford .R-ay.· Green, _ Lou Harrison, 
Alan Hovhaness· and William Russell, many of whom Cowell. published in his 
magazine NE!tl I>WSIC and who not only influenced Cage and his follo-wers in 
varying degrees but are important in their ovm right, are entirely absent . 

' As are a good manj names from the more recent years of music , 
of course• not only most of the American contributors to SOURCE ru1d SOlfriDINGS 
magazines, many of whom Nyman presumably considers avantgarde rather than 
experimental, but composers vmrking in Ehgland .who are unconnected with the 

-Experimental IV!usic CatalogUe, such as Hugh DaVies, Graham Hearn, Anna _·Lock-
wood, Richard Orton and Trevor vlishart, whose present work could fairly 
be described in Nyman 1 s terms as experimentJ"! in nature. Though it would 
be unfair to expect IiTyman to mention . composers vTho have only become known 
as experimentalists in the last two or three .years (1972 seems to have been 
the closing date for applications), all these composers have been active for 
some years. There -is, oddly, no mention either of David Bedford, even as an 
experimental perfotmer, or'of the many pop, free jazz and other improvising 
musicians ( 1Ni th the exception of AMM, !'1usica El.ettronica Viva and Young's 
The Theatre of Eternal J'IIusic) who have had cl•ose associations with 

·,. e:tperimental music. 

Finally, in the list of omissions, comes all mention of the recent political 
activities of Cardew, l'lolff and others_, the state of >'l'hich is still partly 
undefined and, in the case of Wolff- if not also, as has been argued in 
these -pages, of Cardew - still bears a strong relationship to his experimental 

· past. All, that is, except for a footnote on page 2 (>·Thich, . unlike the reviewer 
.r referred to earlier, I do not think was added hastily afterwards) and some 
ver.Y open-ended statements in the final two paragraphs of the book. Nyman is 
in olose touch with all the English musiciarts vJhom he discusses and a regular 
performer of their and others ' music - which is both why he is so well . 

·· qu.aiified· to vJrite this book and why he cpncentrates, in the sections on 
recent English music, on London musicians of his acquaintance . Politics 
has been a concern of experi)nental and former experimental musicians for_ 

· <· ·some three years now so, though I am sure he could easily have devoted ·a 
wliole chapter to it, I suspect that Nyman considered it out of his bri.ef 

· and in too early a stage for useful comment in book form. 

A few errors I have noted: Ionisation was viTitten .in 1931, not 1936 (p. 39); 
Schaeffer and Henry ' s Symphonie was pour un homme seul, not pour l'homme seul 
(p. 41) and there is also an umlaut missing off Jfrnglinge in the title of 
Stockhausen's composition on this page; there is some slight misquotation 
from Feldman on Po44; two different spellings of 'honoured' on p. 55; Wolff 
left Harvard some year s ago and is now teaching at Dartmouth, Nev1 Hampshire 
(p. 56); the title of his piece mentioned on p. 58 is For 1. 2 or 3 People; 
Lucier's I am sitting in a room written in 1970, not 1971. (p. 91); 
Ichiyanagi 1'lrote his piece for more than one electric metronome (p. 94); 
Tom Fnillips' opera. Irma has now received two productions, the first at 
Durham University, the second at York (p. 102). 



l(vma:n has provided a decent bibliography, though there are some big omissions 
and I wish he had quoted his sources more accurately in the te.xt. ! soon got 
used to hia quirky way with punctuation but I should have liked mora 
acknowledgement of his indebt&dness to previous articles (not always his ownj 
in a few passages wtiich can only with charity be described as paraphrase. 

But Nyman has written a book: on an important subj ect which needed to be · 
written. I hope very much that people will read it rather than the reviews. 
And even more, I hopo that they will go and listen to - and even play - the 
music. 

KEITH POTTER 

schmuc 
SOMEBODY SAID uNCS THAT ART TODAY NEEDS POLITICAL 
CONSCIOUSNESS IN ORDER TO FR&; ITSKLF FROM THE FRIVOLITY OF CONTINUAL 
INSURRECTION C1..f1.;"'NED TO ART GALLERH.o."3 AND 

Well, SCHMUCK .has no specific ideology to push. Simply, it will 
continue ·to devel op as a veMcle for individuals to present their 
ideas and worl.<:. Special effort will be made to keep a:uay from the 
speculative shine of international spotlighting. And t o avoid 
editorial dictatorships each. number will be edited.,. as far as 

by ita contributors. 

SCHMUCK started with no money and though it has grown, remains 
.. without money. It has appeared in""egul.arly abol,lt t hree times a ·rear. 
It shall now iasueQ. regularly and in the works are SCHJIUTCKS .. · 
Holla.nd, Japan, .Latin .America , France, Italy, Gel'liii.iny. 

Because of the various production problems posed. by each issue, there 
fixed price per Instead there i s a 

SCHEME: If you send us £4.00 you -will receive issues to this 
val ue an.d including a 10}6 di scount (exclusive of postage). 

Make cheques or money orders p.93able to: 
Beau Geste Press 
10 St George ' s View 
Cu1.lom.pton 
Devon 
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